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Chapter 2079

“Then you can ask her name?” Mark asked again.

Ye Xi nodded her eyebrows: “I asked, but she didn’t say it.”

“It’s just that before leaving, let me tell you something.”

“What?” Mark was puzzled.

“Speaking of the ten-day appointment, she will not go, so you don’t have to wait for him.”

Ye Ximei replied.

Hearing this, Mark’s originally puzzled face was immediately relieved.

He chuckled: “It turns out it was her.”

Even if she didn’t tell her name, Mark had already judged her identity based on this
sentence alone.

It is undoubtedly the aftermath of healing with him in the old house of the Chu family.

However, Mark did not expect that she would appear here, just in time to save his
mother.

Is it a coincidence?

Or, the woman has been in secret, paying attention to herself?

Of course, if it is a coincidence, Yu Yun probably knows it alone.

“Laugh at you!” “You tell me honestly, what is the relationship between you?” “I warn you,
if you raise a woman outside with Helen on your back, I will not be the first to spare you.”

“You know, these days, Because of you, Helen is about to lose her soul, and she hasn’t
kept her soul all day long.”

“I make a table full of meals every day, and wait for you to come back to eat together.”



“Helen is a good girl and has a deep love for you. You can’t bear her. “As for the girl who
saved us, although she is kind to us, she can repay her, but she can’t sell her body.
Have you heard?” “Moreover, that girl has outstanding talents, noble and refined, and
she is extraordinary at first sight.”

Woman, you can’t control it.”

“You are not worthy of others.”

Mark: “…

“Listening to his mother’s words, Mark’s face turned black at the time. Is this a real
mother? Is there anyone who underestimates his son? And I am not worthy of her? I am
not worthy of Mark that crazy woman. Mark was almost pissed off by what his mother
said. However, Mark didn’t bother to argue with his mother anymore, business matters.
“Mom, leave it alone.

“Don’t worry, I have nothing to do with her.”

“That crazy woman, is it too late to kill me?”

“Well, I’m leaving now.”

“Remember, when it’s dawn, take Lei’er to the hospital for an examination.”

“Especially the head, check it hard to see if it is damaged.”

“Mark said, while preparing to leave. Xu Lei on the side heard this and immediately said
angrily: “Huh, your brain is broken!”

“Brother Mark is too bad, you know to tease me~” Xu Leiyu stomped lightly, staring at
the direction of Mark’s departure, complaining full of resentment. But after talking, Xu Lei
finally did it. He snorted and laughed. Like years of tears, and quietly turning around, Xu
Lei seemed to see again, what they were like when they were children. Mark at that time
was not like this, always teasing her. Thinking about it, Xu Lei The smile on Qiao’s face
became brighter and brighter. Like a lotus in full bloom under the moonlight, the light
and dark are intertwined, and the smile is like a flower! The intoxicating smile is beautiful
and thrilling. The two brothers Ye Jian and Jiang Yulang looked straight at the time. I felt
amazing. I was both yearning and envious in my heart. Ye Ya was furious, and kicked
his son’sa*sagain. At that time, Ye Jian was completely fascinated and said angrily:
“Dad, why are you kicking me again?

“Ciao, you are the one who kicked!”

“Learn more from your cousin Mark.”

“Look at how people tease girls.”



“Look at you again?”

“Look at your promise!”

“Ye Ya looked like he hated iron and steel, and said cursingly at his unsuspecting son.

When Xu Lei on the side heard this, she immediately angrily said: “Huh, your brain is
broken!” “Brother Mark is too bad, you know to tease me~” Xu Lei stomped lightly,
staring at Ye with beautiful eyes. Fan’s departure direction was full of complaints.

But after speaking, Xu Lei laughed out loud in the end.

As if the years were tearful and quietly turning around, Xu Lei seemed to see them again
when they were children.

Mark at that time was not like that, always teasing her.

Thinking about it, the smile on Xu Lei’s pretty face became brighter and brighter.

Like a lotus in full bloom under the moonlight, light and dark are intertwined, smiling like
a flower!

That intoxicating smile, thrilling beauty.

The two brothers Ye Jian and Jiang Yulang looked straight at the time, and they were
only surprised.

My heart is both yearning and envy.

Ye Ya was so angry that he kicked his son’sa*sagain.

At that time, Ye Jian was totally fascinated, and said angrily: “Dad, why are you kicking
me again?” “Ciao, it’s you who kicked me!” “Learn more from your cousin Mark.”

“Look at how others are doing. Sister-in-law.”

“Look at you again?” “Look at you for what you are!” Ye Ya said with a look of hatred for
iron and steel, and said cursingly at his unsuspecting son.

When Xu Lei on the side heard this, she immediately angrily said: “Huh, your brain is
broken!” “Brother Mark is too bad, you know to tease me~” Xu Lei stomped lightly,
staring at Ye with beautiful eyes. Fan’s departure direction was full of complaints.

But after speaking, Xu Lei laughed out loud in the end.

As if the years were tearful and quietly turning around, Xu Lei seemed to see them again
when they were children.



Mark at that time was not like that, always teasing her.

Thinking about it, the smile on Xu Lei’s pretty face became brighter and brighter.

Like a lotus in full bloom under the moonlight, the light and dark are intertwined, smiling
like a flower!

That intoxicating smile, thrilling beauty.

The two brothers Ye Jian and Jiang Yulang looked straight at the time, and they were
only surprised.

My heart is both yearning and envy.

Ye Ya was so angry that he kicked his son’sa*sagain.

At that time, Ye Jian was totally fascinated, and said angrily: “Dad, why are you kicking
me again?” “Ciao, it’s you who kicked me!” “Learn more from your cousin Mark.”

“Look at how others are doing. Sister-in-law.”

“Look at you again?” “Look at you for what you are!” Ye Ya said with a look of hatred for
iron and steel, and said cursingly at his unsuspecting son.

Chapter 2080 A Powerful Feast

But at this time, Mark had already drove and left Denham.

Towards the land of Wrilfill, galloping away.

Of course, before leaving, Mark also solved Wei Wuya’s corpse by the way.

At this time, it was early morning.

In the far east, a touch of white belly has appeared.

Soon, Zhaoxia was born.

The flaming sun wheel is also on the horizon, showing its outline.

A new day has arrived!

Wrilfill City.

An ancient pavilion stands tall beside the Trivan Lake.



Like a giant, standing on the banks of the river, watching this ancient city.

And before this building, the three vermilion characters are dancing with dragons and
phoenixes!

It is, the first restaurant in Noirfork, The Twinfill.

According to legend, this The Twinfill has a history of 300 years.

In that year, to celebrate the birth of the first champion in Wrilfill City, The Twinfill was
established on the bank of Trivan Lake.

On the day that the champion Lang returned to his hometown, he feasted on this The
Twinfill.

It can be said that the The Twinfill has gone through hundreds of years of wind and rain,
the vicissitudes of life, and witnessed the birth of countless heroes, and of course, it has
also witnessed the fall of countless giants.

At this time, the sky was just bright, but the whole The Twinfill was already noisy.

Hundreds of staff began to work both inside and out. All the banquet supplies were
completely refurbished. The thousands of meters of red carpet stretched from the door
to the road.

From the nearby hotels, carefully selected courtesy ladies also began to change clothes
and makeup.

Within a short while, dozens of graceful women in cheongsam stood on both sides of the
red carpet in enchanting steps.

The gorgeous flowers also filled the restaurant.

Today’s The Twinfill is completely festive.

After all, today, the chairman of Fenghua Group will entertain the bigwigs of Noirfork in
The Twinfill, hold a powerful feast, and formally declare to the world that he is the honor
of Noirfork.

Therefore, today’s banquet is equivalent to the enthronement of the new emperor, and
this restaurant boss naturally does not dare to slack off.

What’s more, now that Fenghua Group is in full swing, it has just stepped out of all the
forces under Mr. Chu’s, and has the most fierce name in Noirfork. Who dares to
provoke?

It was out of fear that the boss of The Twinfill naturally arranged it more appropriately,
for fear that it would cause Lu Mingfeng and the others to be dissatisfied.



As the sky gets brighter and brighter, Hai Dollar, there is no doubt that more and more
people gather.

Hundreds of bodyguards began to station here and took over the security work of the
restaurant.

The cordon was also pulled up.

With a radius of 100 meters, it is strictly forbidden to enter the building.

But people always have rebellious psychology.

The greater the swing of the battle, the longer the cordon is pulled, and the more
passersby are naturally attracted to watch.

In the end, both sides of the road were crowded with people coming to see the
excitement.

“F*ck!” “It’s a big battle.”

“The last time it was so lively, it was when Mr. Chu was holding a sea and sky feast
here.”

“This time, what’s wrong?” “Who else is here? It’s a banquet?” Passers-by talked about
you without a word.

However, in the crowd, there are a few men and women who are full of contempt and
disdain to talk.

“Hmph, a group of turtles, how do you know that a new king will be born in Noirfork
today?” Terrisa Qiu sneered, but in the words, there was a bit of gloating.

Qiu Muqi on the side also smiled coldly, with a bit of wanton and contentment on his
handsome face.
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